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Abstract
A one-fifth scele dynamic model of reducing Coriolis effects resulting f_om
the Sikorsky Dynaflex rotor has been tip path plane tilt in articulated rotor
tested in hover and in forwald flight systems. The D_afle_ rotor _esi_. is
conditions in the United Technologies vezy clean aerod_lamically, _rovidinr/ low
Research Center Wind Tunnel. The Dynaflex drag, and a negative angle of zero lift so
rotor features an advanced composite that hub downloads can be avoided at
structure which flexes to provide a normal nose-dcwn cruise attitudes.
constant speed universal joint action.
Testing concentrated on confirming that Development o_ t.xe Dynaflex rotor is
the stability and dynamic resl,_;zseof _e de_criked extensively in Reference 1. Two
rotor were satisfactory. Lift conditions mode_ rotor co_figurations based on a one
of up to .11 Ct/sigma and advance ratios fifth scale _-76 were fabricated and
as high as .46 were =eached. Vibratory tested to demonstrate the Teasibili_y of
loads were comparable to those of the concept a,_ to evaluate the aero-
articulated rotors. The Dynafle.- ro r elastic stability of the rotor. The first
concept appears to be a practical concept was a stiff-inplan= configuration in which
from the standpoint of dynamic response the first edgewise blade frequency was
and stability, higher than the rotor speed. The second
configuration was soft-inp)ane, in which
the first edgewise blade frequency was
lower than the rotor speed. The stiff
in-plane model was tested in hover at i
Introduction reduced tip speed with nominal 100 percent I
rotor speed of 5C9 RPM. Rotor speeds
Motivated by the de:,ire to decrease ranged up to 650 RPM and collective pltch
to 13.5 degrees. The rotor wa_ stable 1
complexity, weight, maintenance, and drag
of the main rotor head, Sikorsky has over the entire test range (Fig. 1).
I
undertaken the development of the 9ynaflex _ _!
rotor, a new concept for helicopter main
rotor systems. ?he Dynaflex rotor is Os_sc_cucSW_E_
characterized by a bearingless rotor _. 0-_o.
connected to the rotor shaft by a unique 0 o o
0
gi_bal joint consisting of a spherical _iz. 0 _ 0 0 0elastomeric bearing with comparitively o
flexible elastic restraint. The deaign £,o. 0 _ _ _ _ 0
hsu several advantages over articulated _ o O
_8- o o o o o o
and pure bearingless rotor designs. _ o
Utilizing advances in composite material _ e- o o O o o O
development, it offers lower we_ight and Z o
smaller parts count than conventional _ _- o O o o _
articulated rotors, _.,hileat the same time 8
providing the option of a wide range of _" o o o o o o
hub stiffness unavailable in inherently Q _ 8 o o o o o o
stiff pure bearingless designs. The 0 0 _0 _0 4_o _0o _0_0
spheuical elastomeric bearJn_ provides a ,0ro._0,,_ Ca_a.
constant-speed universal joint, greatly
Prese,,ted at the American Helicopter Fig. 1 Scope of Dynaflex reduced spted
Society Specialists Meeting on Rotor- hover teat.
craft Dynamics, Moffett Field,
Calif_r_aia, November. 7, 1984. •
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, The soft-inplane Mach scale model was __B--._ Z ":
_" tested in hover at _he Sikorsky hover ... _ v
stand and in forward flight in the UTRC /
wind tunnel. Hover test conditions __
included rotor speeds in excess of 1500
.EPM (tip speed greater than 700 fps), and _ _-
collective pitch up to 14 degrees. _n_'-- -
, *. . -
, Forward flight testing covered a range of _I
level flight conditions, with advance
rat+us up to 0.47 and Ct/sigma values up _ , i '
_.-_ to 0.ii successfully achleved. Partial + •
power descents and aut_rotation conditions
, up to 150 knots were also tested. The :
testing of the soft-inplane model is
described in this paper. Dynaflex rotor model without
? fairings insta"led
Description of the Model r. ___._: +T,'"- '
_ I A drawing of the Dyna'lex model rotor -- -- "
is shown in Fig. 2. The rotor incorpor- -- -'_"
ates composite twin C- flexbeams which ° "
accomodate flatwise edgewise, and pitch
' _
change motions of the blades with respect _
to the hub. Blade pitch change is applied "-_ -_
through a graphite/epoxy, torsionally !stiff, torque shaft positioned betwee the
_! twin flexbeams. The torque shaft "s built " _"
_"I into the blade/flexbeam juncture at its Dynaflex rotor model with
outboard end and restrained by ball-joint fairings insta|led
- 'ith radial slip at its inboard end. The
flexbeams are rigidly fixed to the rotor Fig. 3 Dynaflex rotor mod_l with and
hub, which in turn is connected to the without hub fairings.
•_ rotor shaft through a spherical gimbal
,- bearing. Hub stiffness i& provided by the The model was designed to be a
graphite epoxy gimbal spring, which is Jne-fifth scale S-76 main rotor, with
attached to the furor shaft and blades.
FaiEings over the hub and flex_eams gimbr.l spring to provide approximately the
'. same hub moment constant achieved with the
minimize the aer._,'namic drag (Fig. 3). 5-76 articulated main rotor with its four
percent flapping hinge offset. Existing
S-76 articulated rotor model blades were
/._ _ ._G .... IP.... modified for use on the model rotor. The _._
•o,o,.,._ -. "" -CLA,,L*m,O modifications consisted of cutting off the .u
_'_ a_+_O I _ _ / o,.,_,,Na inboard end of the blade and locally
_R__ T_" ' "....... reinforcing the inner end of the remaining
.- ' + ' .To!qou|TUIE
, ___ "J_ _ _ _A,,,,,¢. blade for a blade-to-flexbeam attachment
_'\'_, __',_, ._C=..._==_= clevis. The Dynaflex model attributes are
. _-_--_ ! '_ show_, in Table i.
'_ J. i_.* I _ +5_ ,,_.._
" ,, RFDUC(D M_CH
/ ,_Em i I_ _ ' ,_.. ,,',ST ,(ST
/_o_o_ mc_ *_ ' \ "-_ _ "",. / . x_,_ ITTRtBUIT S/[[D SCALF
• \ \ __ / k. ($TIF F IN-PL_MEJ{SOF'I IN-PLANE)
. _ "_'_...._L _ ._OTO, .US tst F'I.ATWIS[ COLL(CTIVE FR(O, "_'l In I I0 t 08;'
PITCHARM. \ _ /
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t
Fig. 2 Dynaflex rotor model. Table 1. Dynaflex rotor attributes. %
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i Description of Rotor Tests to the proper frequency, the force level
.,_ was abruptly terminated and the transient
t t Full scale speed testing of the responEe of the edgewise gage was passed 4
Dynaflex model rotor took place in two through a non-harmonic detector and
phases. The first phas: hover testing, recorded on an oscillograph. Damping was
was undertaken with the objective ot analyzed manually with the log decrement
J verifying aeroelastic and aeromechanical method.
; stability of the rotor concept for a wide
range of rotor sneeds, collective and After successful completion of the$
• cyclic pitches, fiJst phase of testing, forward flight
,_ testing began in the 18 foot diameter
Hover testing took place at the United Technologies Research Center wind
. Sikorsky Aircraft Model Rotor Test Stand. Tunnel. The primary purpose of this phase
The test rig incorporates a gimbal support of testing was to confirm that dynamic
for a rotor strain gage balance, with response and stability were satisfactory
adjustable springs and dampers across the over a range of simulated flight
gimbal pivots to provide detuning of conditions. In addition, the test pro-
support modes from unfavorable coupling vided an opportunity to assess the
with rotor modes. An electric motor behavior of blade, flexbeam, and gimbal
drives the rotor through a universal joint spring load and stress as a function of
coincident with the gimbal axes. The rig gimbal tilt at various flight conditions.
-. is mounted on a hydraulic ram to permit The test also provided data with which :
_i performance testing at various heights aeroelastic analyses could be correlated. .
_4 above the ground. Instrumentation was
_-_ provided to measure flexbeam assembly
_'.! flatwise and edgewise bending moments, _BIS CYCLIC SWEEP
_i forward and aft flexbeam tension, blade
14_ Q Q o:_. flatwise and edgewise bending moments, 0-7"
; pushrod load, gimbal spring tilt, and I_. gimbal spring strain. The rotor strain _ 12 Q Q Q O Q(9(D
-_i gage balance measured the six rotor force _ _ 8
' and nloment components. Rig vibration was Q Q O (X)
! measured by six accelerometers. _ 0 0 Q Q(9(DO _ ,
Rotor hover testing was preceded by a 6 0 0 0 QQQO00 0 06X_D i
_ shake test to determine rig natural mode _
properties. The G400 coupled rotor- _ 4_ Q Q Q QO0 i '
fuselage aeroelastic analysis program was _ _|1 Q Q 0 Q
used with these properties to assess rotor _ Q Q Q(gf)
and rig mechanical stability. Rig dynamic 8 _ 'properties wer_ improved by adding mass to 10
the rotor hub. 400 _0 _0 lO00 1200 ,40Of- 1600
ROTOR SPEEO,RPM --675_R
Test conditions consisted of a rotor
speed sweep at 4 degrees collective pitch, Fig. 4 Scope of Dynaflex Mach scale _. I
followed by collective pitch sweeps at hover test. - <
various rotor speeds, and cyclic pitch
sweeps at constant rotor speed and collec- G
tive pitch settings. The scope of the 1
hover test conditions is presented in Fig. I
4. Rotor stabllity was probed for each I
test condition. The general procedure
followed after proceeding to a new
operating condition was to drive the
support system with an electrodynamic
shaker, using a slow sine sweep between 2
and 50 Hz. Support system mode frequency
: and damping could be evaluated from the
shaker drive transfer function, as
_.-I supplied on-line by an HP 5423 Dynamic
_! Analysis System. Damping of progressing
_i and regressing edgewise mod_s was evalu-
ated by tuning the shaker to the fixed
":_ system frequency corresponding to the mode
_ of interest, ?uning was accomplished by
_ maximizing the response of the edgewise
"_.._. flexbeam gage as the shaker frequency was
._'_ varied in the neighborhood of the fixed
-_ system frequency. After tuning the shaker
" ¢
'_ : ..... _- _ I"_ - !
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/ The test plan called for a shake test
of the wind tunnel test rig, followed by
hover testing, and finally a series of
simulated flight conditions, including Fig. 5 shows the Dynaflex rotor as in-
level flight, partial powered descents, stalled in the UTRC wind tunnel. Sim-
and autorotation at a variety of lifts and ulated flight conditions were achieved by
forward speeds. Pitch moment variation, setting the model rotor spe_d at the
simulating fore and aft center of gravity, desired value with zero collective pitch,
' was also included in the test envelope, raising the tunnel velocity to that of the
_t The model configuration and instrumenta- simulated flight condition, and then
tion were essentially the same as for the iterating on shaft angle, collective
hover testing describe _ above. Modal pitch, and cyclic pitch until desired
properties of the rotor rig as installed levels of rotor lift, propulsive force,
in the wind tunnel are listed in Table 2. gimbal tilt, and hub moment were reached.
Probing of edgewise mode stability was
carried out as it was in the hover testing
described above.
i_1 IrREDUDCC7 MASS OaJWqNG Y ROLL prrCN
._| (um-s_..z_) (J_'r_mTm| v_m_ ILrrr) (upJ
3.15 0758 .042 O0 I0 O0 O0 O0
5 47 334 020 O.O I O 0 0 -D_ O C ?
6 "/5 261 049 1,0 0.0 O0 O0 0606
_6_ _27 02, ,0 o0 oo oo _562 O0
.149 _ ,136 O0 00! I 0
Table 2. Wind tunnel rig modal properties.
•"& _i
if(io_
Fig. 5 Dynaflex rotor installation at
UTRC wind _unnel.
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The test envelope achieved for n aR._74FT_
simulated level flight conditions is _
.- presenued in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the
test conditions at which variations in
_ rotor pitch moment were investigated, n A _ n_
j Figs. 8 and 9 present the conditions for ,0
partial power descent and autorotation. ¢TT
The variations in rotor speed were not
' applied as originally planned, but were 0_"
the result of blade limitations at the
• higher forward speed conditions. The
_ limitations were manifest as a blade
i insl_bility which showed characteristics _ i i ! J
of those occurring for blades with aft o 2 _3 4 _ 6
chordwise center of gravity. The same
blade instability was encountered with the Fig. 8 _ynaflex model test condition -
blades mounted on a fully-articulated hub partial power descent.
in a configuration that had previously
" been tested and found to be fully stable.
Subsequent measurement of the model blades
_ confirmed that rearward migration of the a _._74_sE¢
__ center of gravity had occurred in the '_
course of their modification, use, and
\_; repair over a period of several years.
Despite the restrictmons imposed by blade _ _tO
o_ limitations a valuable body of data was
_ _ acquired. ¢'
O_
" O _R ,6_ FT/SEC
_ _R "6Ce FT/_C,574 _/_C
_ 0 _R '539 FT/_C
3_ "10' 0 2 _ 6
O O d
_. ; 0 0c o o o _ _ _ Fig. 9 Dynaflex model test conditions -
- c_ _ _ autorotation.
_0 -;- _ O O O O _ _ _
'_ 0_ Results
_ ' The Dynaflex model rotor was stable i
over the entire hover test envelope. I
- _ , _ , I 6 mode were low, hut positive. No control _ +_
°_ 0 , : _ _ _ Damping levels for the regressing edgewise
0 _o ,_ ,_0 _ _o difficulties were encountered when the tip _
_Ou_v*_N__o,w_,0_o._ path p_ ane wa _Ited by cyclic pitch ,
inputs of up t degrees. Figs. I0 ard S
Ii show the -iation in regressing
Fig. 6 Dynaflex model test conditio;.z - edgewise mode d_.1_ng ratio with rotor
level flight trim. speed for hover testing at the Sikorsky
test stand and at the UTRC wind tunnels }
respectively. Damping of the regressing !
_- _ _._,_c edgewise mode tended to increase slightly
with increased collective pitch. Pro-
_ gressing edgewise mode damping was higher
,0 than that of the regressing mode. Fig. 12
c, a _ a shows the variation in progressing edge-
-r wise mode damping with collective pitch.
Comparison of results from the G400
ii 0_ aeroe_astic analysis and test data reveals
similar trends in damping with collective
• pi_ch for hover. Attempts to correlate
I _ G400 with forward flight _ata from the
_ _ _ model wind tunnel test were not success-
ful. Resolution of mathematical diffi-
_ culties encountered during the execution
Fig. ? Dynaflex model test conditions - of tire G400 computer program is currently!
_i__ level flight pitching moment being pursued.! variation.
_, + _ _% '_,
_ _ ,,," . ."_ ,,, ,.
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TEST O _1R.675 FTI_'C
o2- .o_,. ST,_0 /, _. _74FT,SEC
CT/G ;R 06,09. e0
OAMPING 01- 03'RS'n0
O-
-Or
,ooo ,,_o ,ioo ,3"oo ,_oo ,_oo i_oo oaRPI4
nAMPING O
_ Fig.10 Regressing edgewise mode damping eATIO ,
-- hover conditions Sikorsky o, o 8 _g o
hover stand, o u
o o _
L
0_4oo I I . _ ,, _ . i . f
931 O TEST P 2 4 5 6
O_J _ I1 tJTR¢WINOTUNNEl. P
• OtMPING "| __" M&SS&D_O
R:TIO _ ,,r" _ D,I" IP
.-, O_ . Fig. 13 Dyna flex rotor edgewise mode
_: ,o_ ,_o ,_ ,_o ,_o ,_o ,_ damping - level flight trimRPM
_-' conditions.
Fig.ll Regressing edgewise mode damping- hover condit ons UTRC wind
_ tunnel.
03 11R,574 FrlSEC
GdO_CALCULATION 0 ZEROF);TCHINGMOME_',
0 T_T - _ t_ FITC_*IG_".$1_NT02
0 CTjl' jO II CT/#"00_
08" J0_ RPM 0&MPING _RATIO 0 _._
,,2 o_- o; _ ," 0 0 o;. ._
_' d, O 600 RR_
02
. o, _ _'-_; _ _ ,_ ,_ ,', _ Fig.14 Dynaflex rotor edgewise dampin_
C_LLIrCTIV_PITCH'XG -- level flight pitching moment
variation. _..
Fig. 12 Progressing edgewise mode
damping - hover conditions UTRC
wind tunnel. ,s. as._, _¢
/X _OTAT,_N, ¢I_#'0 tl
P_I&I. POW_IIOI[SCJ_T,Ct It IO,ll
I_wrl&L POWEROi[KEMT,CT/I',004
In forward flight testing, the o_,
regressing edgewise mode was the only _,e_,o
rotor system mode that could be excited ,_m
with reasonable consistency by the fixed
system shaker. Damping ratio for this o_ ,x A
mode is plotted against advance ratio for
various operating conditions in Figs. 13,
14, and 15. The damping variation with _ .* _ * _ '
i level flight lift, forward speed or , _ _ 4 _ •
rotational speed condition displays no
clear trending, although application of
positive pitching moment, partial power
descent, or a_torotation appear to cause Fig.15 Dynaflex rotor edge_,ise damping
damping to be generally lower. - partial power descent and
autorotation condi':ions.
i
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Steady-state records of each of the ,
simulated flight conditions were acquired
to permit the assessment of blade and
.: gimbal loads and strains, model rig
vibrations, and the appropriate rotor
: forces and moments. Rotor forces and
moments were non-dimensional and converted
to coefficients, facilitating comparison L£VE"FLIGHTCONDITION
with full scale and model data from other
rotor configurations. The operation of £_.s0: _ i i I '--
"'_ the rotor at reduced tip speed to avoid Q. CT/SiGM_"060 : /SIGMA" 08
blade instabilities altered the dynamic u 0 ' ET/SIGMA='I0
h i scaling parameters. At the 539 ft/sec tip _ z_ CT/SlGMA=.II
"_ speed, for example, the first edgewise m_200
blade frequency was .8 cycles per revolu- x
tion, rather than the .68 cycles per _ i."
revolution at the 675 ft/sec tip speed. -
... The principal effect of operation at the _
_ reduced tip speed is to simulate a rotor _ loo
_- with hi_ner elastic stiffness.
Data from simulated level flight O--
conditions with gimbal tilt essentially
_ zero are exhibited in Figs. 15 - 19. I 1 I I I
Nopdimensional one-half peak-to-peak 0 0.2 0 4
%_. pushrod load, flexbeam edgewise bending ADVANCERATIO
_. moment, and blade flatwise bending moment
are plotted against advance ratio in these Fig.17 Half peak to peak flexbeam edge-
figures. The factors used for nondimen- wise bending moment coefficient/
;_ sionalization are the conventlonal ones solidity, level flight trim con-
used in forming rotor blade loading ditions.
parameters such as CT/sigma and CPM/sigma.
Data from equivalent forward flight
• conditions taken during the S-76 dynami-
£ cally scaled model test conducted in 1976
are also presented in the figure_. These ! LEVEL I:,'_HTCONDITION
data show similarity in flatwise bending 300 , , , , ,
' ' moments and pushrod loads for the Dynaflex E-B SOLIDSYMBOLSAREFROMI_3MACH
• CT/SIGMA',06 SCALE S-'/_ ARTICULATED ROTOR
• and articulated rotor. This similarity O CT/SIGMA'08
suggests that the Dynaflex rotor mlade 250 0. CT/SlGMA'IO 7
. flatwise and torsion loading _utboard a:_e _ z_ CT/SlGMA"II Osimilar to those on an articulated rotor, ;E_o
and provides evidence that the Dynaflex _ _ _
rotor's outboard blade requires no special _150design c nside ations beyond those for an
_.. articulated rotor.
LEVEL FLIGHT CONDITION I_f _ •
' E!_ , , , , ----r-
O0 CT/SIGMA" .06 SOLID SYMBOLSARE FROM 1/5, 8 SCALE S-76
: CT/$1GMA, I0 MODEL TESTWlTH ARTICULATEO
, CT/SIGMA,, II ROTOR [ I I I ,, I
' o 02 04
'., _ -- I0 ADVANCE RATIO
t z
I _ Fig.18 Half peak to peak blade flatwise
bending moment coefficien t/
i _ - solidity at 0.37R, level flight
_ _ trim conditions.
l I 1 I I
_j, 0 0,_' 0 4 _iADVANCERATIO ,
Fig.16 Half peak to peak pushrod coef-
• _. fzcient/solidity, level flight
' trim conditions, k
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LEVEL FLIGHTCONDITION PARTIAL POWER DESCENT
30G i i , i i - 300 i I i i i
E-6 n SOLID SYMBOLS _R£ FROM I/5 E-6CT/SIGMA = .06 MACH SCALE 5-76 MOOELTEST
CT/SIGMA''Oe wITH ARTICULATED ROTOR _ CT/SIGMA= 08250 _ , I0 250 II 0
-. _ CT/SIGMA=. I I 0 C T/SIGMA" I I,- I0 LEVEL FLT
200 230 0 Z_
; _z
_ d= o o,,
0
(30"-'0 0
., I I I I L I I t I
0 0.2 04 0 02 04 "
:-i ADVANCERATIO AOV&NCERATIO
t'_j Fig. Z9 Half peak to peak blade flatwise
bending moment coefficient/ Fig.21 Half peak to peak blade flatwise
solidity at 0.54R, level flight bending moment coeffioient/
trim conditions, solidity at 0.37R, partial power
descent conditions.
Test data from simulated partial
_'-I power descent and autorotation conditions,as well as comparative data from level
flight conditions are presented in Figs.
; 20 - 23. Comparison reveals no unusual
response due to partial power descent nor
due to autorotation.
-" P=RTIAL POWER DESCENT
" F AUTOROTATION =5 , I I ,
r
E-3
!:1• , , l i I 0 CT/SIGMA, 08, PPD
E CT/SIGMA, I I [g LEVEL FLIGHT A CT/SIC,_3A, I I, PPO
/. AUTOROTATION r'] CT/S_GM&, I I, LEVEL FLIGHT
A
_,o / d
I 1 I I J
o 0.2 04I I _ j I I J ADVANCERATIO02 04
ADVANCERATIO
Fig.22 Half peak to peak pushrud coef-
ficient/solidity, autorotation
conditions.
FI,_.20 Half peak to peak pushrod coef-
ficient/solidity, partial power
_ij descent conditions.
6_
I
: • • .
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_ LEVEL FLIGHT PITCHING MOMENTVARIATION
AUTOROTATION / 300 , , i, __ i i
(- 600 1 1 I I _ E-6 0 NOSE UP PITCHING MOMENT
E-6 0 : N(_INALLY ZERO PITCHING MOMENT
CT/SIGMA,O II r'l LEVEL FLIGHT E] . NOSE DOWN P1TCHING MOMENT
/%. AUTO ROTATION
_z C_'e=0 I Cr.',',: 0 08
o:
¢'-----0 0--0-----0
,1 . _ 300 L2
',t = [] ,,¢,IC
, O I'rl n A I ____ I J ________J____ .L.
LI 02 04
--{ I I I I I ADVANCERATIO
0 O2 04
_'-I ADVANCE _ ATIO
ii Fig.25 Inner gimbal strain, pltchlng
Fig.23 Half peak to peak blade flatwise moment variation. ;
_ bending moment coefficient/
solidity at 0.37R, autorotation 81i LEVEL FLIGHTPITCHINGMOMENTVARIATION
I I I 1
conditions. E- O : NOSE UP PITCHING MOMENT I
'_t Results from pitching moment varia- O NOMINALLYZEROPITCHINGMOMENTr] - OSE DOWN PITCHING MOMENT
-_..l tion are presented in Figs. 24. - 27. Fig.
-_-._ 2,_ shows the gimballed hub one-per-rev - CT/_,'OI____.,O CT/,, =0 08i
tilt angle amplitudes reached during the o O
pitch moment variation test conditions, o O
along with the corresponding rotor shaft z £3
angle relative to zero pitching moment _ _
"- shaft angle. The gimbal t.lt is ruughly
uwo-thirds of the shaft angle increment, _ O ,
i.e. tip path plane tilt consists of
roughly two thirds gimbal tilt and one
third first harmonic blade bending. Fig.
25 shows one-half peak-to-peak inner I t l J . __-
gimbal strain amplitude as a function of O Z O 4
advance ratio. Gimbal strain is not ADVANCERATIO [
affected by forward speed or lift, rather Fig.26 Half peak to peak pushrod coef-
it appears to be a function of gimbal ficient/solidity, pitching mo- _ itilt. menh variation.
..
4 _(_ NOSENOSEUPDOWNPITCHpITcHMOMENTMOMENT LEVEL FLIGHT PITCHINGMOMENTVARIATION
O NOMINALZERO1_7CHMOMENT 300 ! 1 I I I
E-6
_ &IISOLUT1E _ ' NOSEUPPITCHINGMOMENT
SHAFT4HOLE
3 INCREMENT _ NOMINALLY ZERO PITCHING MOMENTSE DOWN PITCHING MOMEF, T
z _-T/_,O,O8
-- i
w 150_ ILl -
1 _ ABS_ <
,,,:r _ 0 _GAGE 0
• , RES_NSE o
-,'" t i i I J t 1 1 i }
, 0 02 04
ADVANCE RATIO
Fig.27 Half peak to peak blade flatwise
< r'] Fig.24 Gimbal and thrust vector tilt, bending moment coefficient/
"i pitching moment variation condi- solidity at 0.37R, pitching mo-
tions, ment variation. ,
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_ Concl_dinq Remarks
_ : Wind tunnel testin_ of the Dynaflex
model rotor confirmed that the present
rotor concept is feasible, offering
, considerable promise for advancing the
i state of the art for helicopter main rotor
:" systems. Within the flight conditions
' boundary imposed by blade limitations, the
"'iQ rotor showed itselZ to De stable and
relatively insensitive to forward flight
t, condition. The rotor offerf simplicity
L and lower drag than articulated rotors
without sacrificing low blade loads and
good flying qualities. Edgewise mode
damping is quite low as no auxili_ _-
damping device nor advantageous flap 1
coupling provisions have been _a,
Contin_ling development will address th1_
_: issue.
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DISCUSSION
+,
,, Paper No. 5
. TEST RESULTS FROH A D_IAMIC MODELDYN_FLEX ROTOR
_: Charles F. Niebanck
and
Robert K. Goodman
4
Jtng Yen, Bell Helicopter: One thing is not quite clea, to me, that is, what is the advantage
_ of ust:_g a glmba!led hub versus a conventiona .rtlculated hub?
_:. = Goodman: There are a couple of advantages. The first is the simplicity of the design--there
,, are fewer parts Involved and some of the other design objectives were to reduce weight. There
+, are many composite materials which are incorporated in this design which haven't been [used] in :
conventional articulated rotors. In the design which we showed here, the hub fatrlng Is an
.i integral part of the rotor head and this decreases the download on the rotor in forward flight i
l where there ls a forward pitch angle. These are primarily the motivations for lt.
t
Bob Taylor, Boeln E Vertol: Did you obtain any test data to show the beneficial effect of con-
_ stant rotor veloclty on lnplane rotor loads? I
Goodman: Well, we did have edgewise damping or edgewise strain gauges on the model. We had
j quite a bit of problem_ with those. We lost them fairly early, rather, we lost several of themthroughout the test primarily because the rain levels in the bl des wer higher than the
! •
_t gauges could handle. We do have some vibratory information from the edgewise gauges and
basically it is comparable to articulated rotors. They dld not bear out substantl_l reduction
In force levels because of the Corlolls effects. They dld not support that at thin point.
Peretz Frledmann, Unlverslty of Callfornla, Los Angeles: I'm not sure I understand. That's
probably because I can't figure out your drawing precisely. What is the difference between the
"" Dynaflex rotor, a conventional htngeless rotor, a bearlngless rotor--could you please try and
_ explain? If there are any differences then which of" these is best in your opinion? J
G_odman: Do you have a copy of the proceedings? There is a fundamental difference--the most ,_
I unlque feature I suppose Is the glmballed Joint. It enebles you to have stlff flexbeams so that
you don't have problems wlth blade droop and yet it al_ovs you to have the hub moment of an
articulated rotor and then as I already discussed prevlously the advantages over an artlculated
rotor are lower parts count and aerodynamic conslderatlons for the hub. I -uess if that doesn't
answer your question, maybe we can talk about It afterwards.
Henr_ Velkoff, Ohio State University: Did you haw any measurements of the torslonal frequen-
cles of the hub itself? You are basically using a pseudo-Hooks joint which is taken out elasti-
cally and with that tilt you should be getting a second harmonic variation which Is analogous to
the Corlolls flapping trim. Did you see anything like that? There is always the argument +
whether the shaft takes It out or the blades take It out. D_+dyou happen to see what the second
harmonic torsion looked like?
Goodman: Let's see. I'm not sure I understand your question. I'm kind of new to this g&_e.
t Are you talking about a yawing vibration?
Velkoff: A torsional one. In any Hooks JointIt's not a constant angular velocity. You're
i going to get a first harmonic and a second harmonic. The second harmonic in a Hooks [Joint] is
Ideally the same as the second harmonic Corloll_ term of flapping. So the argument, to quote my
friends at Bell, [is] "you never see that," buc I'm Just curious to see whether you actually
flnd it in this case.
Goodman: I personally dld not see it, but I would not have known I was looking for it. Perhaps
Jerry can bail me out.
Jerry Mlao, Sikorsky Aircraft: Maybe I c_n help Bob out a little bit. Yes, we put in shear
+ gauges in the drive torque shell, but unfortunately they all ran out very quickly. So I cannot
+ answer that question, but I'm sure what you said Is true, Hank. I'm sure the two/rev probably
will come through, but it probably is a smaller order of magnitude [that] we cannot help.
:_ Another thing to answer Peretz's question a little bit. In this paper Bob has [given] he refers
to an earlier paper presented at the 1984 AHS Forum written by Fradenburgh and Carlson and they
discuss this gimbalZed rotor quite a bit. Essentially the major feature is you have a gimhaZ in
the center of the hub so you figure the rotor is going to have vibratory forces and moments
comln_ through that Joint. The moments are eliminated Just like for an articulated hinge; you
eliminate all the moment transfer across the hinge.
Bob Ormtston_ U.$. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory: I was interested In the question about
Corlolls loads and I'm surprised you didn't see a reduction. I noticed in the paper you did
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/ have some measured inplane loads. Do you know ho'# those _ompare to, say, an articulated or
i other type rotor? Could you make an estimate of the comparison? Are they about the same?
_" Goodma..____n:I can't _nswer that off the top of my head. I'm trying to recall now whether or not
we did include any of the edgewise force level data in there.
c" Charl.esNiebanck: I think those gauges went out before we could really get very much.
Goodman: I guess the question would arise where do we get our edgewise damping calculations
from and we had a variety of edgewise gauges on the blade. For instance we had tension gauges
on each of the twin flexbeams so, for instance, when we would get edgewise motion going we would
_,. see this L1teraction of tensile strain on these two flexbeam gauges. So at times we would be
using log decrement of edge_lise[oscillation] on those gauges to establish damping levels and
yet the callbratlon was not accurate enough to be able to really establish what the edgewise
C vibration amr!!tud_ truly was. We were looking at relative amplitudes. _i
Ormlet_,: I Just want to close and jump into this controversy here. I think the rotor is
d_fferent from a Hooks joint situation, so I don't think you should get the kind of loads in =
there that Hank was saying we should. We've talked about this before, i think it should be a 1
• constant speed and you should show up with a reduction in the lnp!ane loads, but I would be very !
_ curious to find cut what actually happened if you ever _un the test again. L
Goodmann: Yes. Well we are planning on it.
il William Warmbrodtt N_A Ames.Research Center: Two questions. You showed that you acquired "
quite a bit of data at low collective pitch settings and yet the paper doesn't present any ii
stab lity esults below a CT of 0.05 a d I was wond ring what was the trend at low thrust
on the rotor. Also are you pleased with the damping levels that you saw, on the order of
O.01 or less critical damping ratio, throughout the operational envelope?
Goodman: I'll answer the second part first. He are not completely satisfied with that and
currently we are working on a Dynaflex rotor, I guess as an ITR candidate, and the design of
that is introducing means by which edgewise _amping can be increased. The first part of your
questlon--why we didn't present stability results for lower lift conditions? It wasn't a part ;:
of our test plan. We wanted to establish a flight condition which was comparable to S-76 level
flight conditions. That was the basis for the flight condition we chose.
Bob Hansford, Westland Helicopters: I noticed from the clagram at the °nd of your report t:_at
you had a supercritical lag frequency of I.q4.
Goodman: That was for Froude-scale testing I believe.
/Hansford: But did you look at any variations of your lag frequency w!th blade pitch and cou-
plings between flap and lag motions?
Goodman: We didn't see a considerable amount. I don't have the exact _lacement of the frequen-
cies with pitch variation present, but there wasn't a large variation. We didn't look that
closely at it.
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